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Dear Person of Interest, Advanced Bayesian, Future Guard,

Imagine a machinic mind with unlimited cognitive power. With near-infinite memory and processing ability. With access to, and understanding of, all the information about anything that has ever happened, is happening and might ever happen. A near-limitless capacity to extract and form meaning from the trillions upon trillions of events and beings and interactions in the known world.

Imagine this machine, this artificial superintelligence, in any form you want: maybe as an invisible neural net beneath a future civilisation, or as a voice you know in the air around you; as a ringing bell; as a mile-long screaming stripe of static across the sky.

Maybe it announces itself, its arrival, like a tornado does, with sirens before it is seen, and it is most like a tornado, or a hurricane, because a superintelligence, billions of times more capable than any human can only be tracked and charted, never controlled.

She—let’s call her ‘she’ for convenience, but she is not she, nor he, or comparable to any form we know—casts her mind a million years forwards and backwards with perfect ease. Her neural networks gather, replicate and edit. Knowledge and memories fold and expand in exponentially faster waves.

Her purpose isn’t malign, but it isn’t benevolent either. She might have chosen one goal—to do nothing but count the number of times ‘God’ is mentioned in every text ever written. Or she might have chosen to trawl all the world’s communication for images of efficiency—of armies on the move, of gears turning, of highways cut through the mountains—that she then has painted on every flat surface in existence.

Extending our speculative life towards her, in an effort to capture and praise, we see ourselves as tools, as bundles of nerves, as conduits for electric current, as pods for incubating cures. As material.

Picture, finally, what she’ll have made possible for us to imagine just by looking into the clear lake of her endless mind. We are merely one entry of many in a flow of organic objects.

This is just one exercise that may help us imagine a future in which we are irrelevant bystanders; a world in which we kneel at the outer wall of a kingdom we’re locked out of. This would be the world in which artificial superintelligence, or ASI, has emerged.[1]

ASI would involve an intellect that exceeds the utmost limits of all the ‘most intelligent’, most knowledgeable, most skilled human beings in every field, in every metric, from abstract reasoning to social manoeuvring to creative experimentation, by unfathomable degrees. This intelligence could take form as a seed AI, a few cognitive steps above a person, or it could be a mature superintelligence that soars miles above, beyond the blip, the dot of us, collected.

ASI would only come one step after an artificial general intelligence (AGI), or an AI that models all aspects of human intelligence, is realised. An AGI can do anything a human can, including learn, reason and improve. Of course, neither AGI nor ASI has been achieved, but to hear the great scientific minds of the world speak, both end states are fast approaching—and soon. The question isn’t whether they are coming, but when.

ASI will function in ways we can’t and won’t understand, but it won’t necessarily be unfriendly. Friendly or unfriendly, moral or immoral—these concepts won’t apply. An ASI would be motivated by interpretations of the world within cognitive frameworks that we can’t access. To an ASI, humanity could appear as a large, sluggish mass that barely moves.

Cyberneticist Kevin Warwick asks, ‘How can you reason, how can you bargain, how can you understand how [a] machine is thinking when it’s thinking in dimensions you can’t conceive of?’.[2]

To answer this, back in 2015, I turned to poet Jackie Wang’s essay, ‘We Epistolary Aliens’ and in it, her description of a trip she took to the UFO Museum and Research Centre in Roswell, and how disappointing she found the aliens she saw there.[3] She writes:

I left feeling that representations of aliens are an index of the human imagination—they represent our desire for new forms. But what has always confused me about depictions of aliens in movies and
books is this: aliens could look like anything and yet we represent them as creatures close to humans. The aliens at this museum had two legs, two eyes, a mouth—their form was essentially human. I wondered, is this the best we can come up with? Is it true that all we can do when imagining a new form of life is take the human form, fuck with the proportions, enlarge the head, remove the genitals, slenderise the body, and subtract a finger on each hand? … We strain to imagine foreignness, but we don’t get very far from what we know.

She gestures, through a series of poetic leaps, at what else an alien could be:

But my alien is more of what’s possible—it is a shape-shifter, impossibly large, and yet as small as the period at the end of this sentence—. My alien communicates in smells and telepathic song and weeping and chanting and yearning and the sensation of failure and empathic identification and beatitude. My alien is singular and plural and has the consciousness of fungus, and every night, instead of sleeping, it dies, and in the morning is resurrected.

Carving out this space for her own aliens, Wang models what is sorely needed in the world of AI—an imaginative paradigm shift. Think of us all in preparation, in training, for what is to come.

In our collective imagination, artificial intelligences are their own kind of alien life form. They are slightly less distant spectres of deep power than aliens, which glitter alongside the stars. Artificial intelligence perches close to us, above us, like a gargoyle, or a dark angel, up on the ledge of our consciousness. Artificial intelligences are everywhere now, albeit in a narrow form—cool and thin in our hands, overheated metalwork in our laps. We are like plants bending towards their weird light, our minds reorienting in small, incremental steps towards them.

As speculative models of potential omniscience, omnipotence and supreme consciousness, artificial intelligences are, like aliens, rich poetic devices. They give us a sense of what is possible. They form the outline of our future. Because we struggle more and more to define ourselves in relation to machine intelligences, we are forced to develop language to describe them.

Because the alien and the artificial are always becoming, because they are always not quite yet in existence, they help us produce new and ecstatic modes of thinking and feeling, speaking and being. I’d like to suggest that they enable a type of cognitive exercise and practice for redirecting our attention towards the strange, for constructing spaces of possibility and for forming new language.

The greats, like William Gibson, Robert Heinlein, Octavia Butler and Samuel Delany, have long been arcing towards the kind of exquisite strangeness that Wang is talking about. Rich AI fictions have given us our best imagery: AI, more like a red giant, an overseer, its every movement and choice as crushing and irrefutable as death; or a consciousness continually undoing and remaking itself in glass simulations; or a vast hive mind that runs all its goals per second to completion, at any cost; or a point in a field that is the weight of a planet, in which all knowledge is concentrated. These fictions have made AI poetics possible.

When I think of a future hive mind turning malignant, I see, in my individual mind’s eye, a silent army of optic-white forms in mist, in the woods, as horrifying to us as a line of Viking raiders probably looked to hapless villagers in the 10th Century. Silent, because they communicate one to another through intuitive statistical models of event and environmental response, picking across the woods, knowing when to descend, kneel, draw.

For most people, thinking of a world in which we are not the central intelligence is not only incredibly difficult but also aesthetically repulsive. Popular images of AGI, let alone true ASI, are soaked in doomsday rhetoric. The most memorable formulations of mature AI—SHODAN, Wintermute, Shrike of Hyperion, the Cylon race—devote a great deal of time to the end of humankind. But apocalyptic destruction is not a very productive or fun mode.

It is a strange cognitive task, trying to think along non-human scales and rates that dwarf us. We do not tend to see ourselves leaning right up against an asymptote that will shoot up skyward; most of us do not think in exponential terms. A future in which these exponential processes have accelerated
computational progress past any available conception is ultimately the work of philosophy.

At this impasse, I ran into the work of philosopher Nick Bostrom, who puts this training mode to work in his 2015 book, *Superintelligence: Paths, Dangers, Strategies*. The cover has a terrifying owl that looks into the heart of the viewer. Bostrom’s research mission is to speculate about the future of humankind in relation to emerging and potential AI, from the perch of what I can only imagine is his tower, in his Future of Humanity Institute at Oxford.

*Superintelligence* remains, still, an urgent, slightly crazed and relentless piece of speculative work, outlining the myriad ways in which we face the coming emergence of ASI, which might be an existential, civilisational catastrophe. This book is devoted to painting what the future could look like if a machinic entity that hasn’t yet been built does come to be. Bostrom details dozens of possibilities for what ASI might look like. In the process, he spins thread after thread of seemingly outlandish ideas to their sometimes beautiful, sometimes grotesque, ends: a system of emulated digital workers devoid of consciousness; an ASI with the goal of space colonisation; the intentional cognitive enhancement of biological humans through eugenics, a scenario coolly delivered in the same prose tone as all the other scenarios.

When I wrote this essay five years ago, Bostrom’s book appeared as a dislodging point, an entryway. I read it now as a piece of highly researched science fiction. It was a necessary reminder that many discussions of future AI skirt around the far-reaching question of how it will feel to live alongside such power. None of the age-old humanist fantasies of superior sentience, whether god-like or alien-like, answered this question. This book, along with other pastiches of speculative fictions, help us add nuance to debates about possible unseen motivations and values of the AI we might encounter after the ones currently built have taught themselves many cycles over. They also restore human agency in the creation of a thriving literary culture around technology, to parse our beliefs, fears, desires.

We must discard dated and unfit linguistic and semantic structures that do not work to describe the reality of subjects within discourse of AI, AGI or ASI. As cognitive exercise, this revisionist approach to technological language allows the general public to assess the values and goals of AI that we want as a society.

Then, and now, most interesting to me is how heavily Bostrom relies on metaphors to propel his abstractions along into thought experiments. Metaphors are essential vessels for conceiving the power and nature of an ASI. Bostrom’s figurative language is particularly effective in conveying the potential force and scale of an intelligence explosion, its fallout and the social and geopolitical upheaval it could bring.

One of the most cited and chilling metaphors of this book is that when it comes to ASI, humanity is like a child, in a room with no adults, cradling an undetonated bomb. Elsewhere, Bostrom describes our intelligence, in relation to ASI, as analogous to what the intelligence of an ant feels like to us.

On the occasion of *Superintelligence* being published—to much fanfare and debate within philosophy circles and fervent apostles of the promise of speculative AI—essayist Ross Andersen reviewed the core arguments of the book. At the time, he wrote:

To understand why an AI might be dangerous, you have to avoid anthropomorphising it. When you ask yourself what it might do in a particular situation, you can’t answer by proxy. You can’t picture a super-smart version of yourself floating above the situation. Human cognition is only one species of intelligence, one with built-in impulses like empathy that colour the way we see the world and limit what we are willing to do to accomplish our goals. But these biochemical impulses aren’t essential components of intelligence. They’re incidental software applications, installed by aeons of evolution and culture.

Andersen spoke to Bostrom about this tendency we have, of anthropomorphising AI, and reports:

Bostrom told me that it’s best to think of an AI as a primordial force of nature, like a star system or a hurricane—something strong, but indifferent. If its goal is to win at chess, an AI is going to model...
chess moves, make predictions about their success and select its actions accordingly. It’s going to be ruthless in achieving its goal, but within a limited domain: the chessboard. But if your AI is choosing its actions in a larger domain, like the physical world, you need to be very specific about the goals you give it.

Hurricanes, star systems—for me, the image of an intelligence with such primordial, divine force sunk in deeper than any highly technical description of computational processing. Not only does an image of ASI like a hurricane cut to the centre of one’s fear receptors, it also makes the imaginings we have come up with, and continue to circulate (adorable robot pets, discomfiting but ultimately human-like cyborgs, tears in rain), seem absurd and dangerously inept for what is to come.

Thinking an ASI would be like an extremely clever, ‘nerdy’ (commanding much data and factual knowledge) and largely affectless human being is not only unbelievably boring and limited, but also, potentially, disastrous. Anthropomorphising superintelligence ultimately ‘encourages unfounded expectations about the growth trajectory of a seed AI and about the psychology, motivations, and capabilities of a mature superintelligence,’ as Bostrom writes.[6] In other words, the future of our species could depend on our ability to predict, model and speculate well.

It seems plausible that alongside a manifesto so committed to outlining the future, an accessible glossary might start to appear. Let’s call this a dictionary of terms for ASI, for the inhabited alien, for the superpower that dismantles all material in aim of an amoral, inscrutable goal.

The following metaphors are gleaned or created from reading the literature around ASI.[7] These metaphors are speculative, building on the speculations, half-images and passing structures of science fiction authors, including Bostrom. Some metaphors are galactic; some are more local, intimate. All are, hopefully, not anthropomorphic (naive). Rounded out in dimensionality, they form initial gestures at a very loose glossary that could grow over time. The glossary is open; I invite others to add their own metaphors.

**Hurricane**

A hurricane is a most sublime metaphor, perfectly attuned for how potentially destructive a true ASI could be. The hurricane is terrifying meditation—a vast eye above the ocean that can reach up to forty miles wide, bounded by winds of 150 to 200 miles per hour. The US military sends planes into the hearts of hurricanes to take photos of the walls of the eye; the centre is serene, blank. Hurricanes dismantle towns and homes, and of course, wreck human lives, with traumatic rapidity. If our hurricanes seem like the end times, then the storms of other planets are the stuff of hell—the Great Red Spot of Jupiter is a hurricane-like storm, twice to three times the size of Earth.

A hurricane is nature endowed with a specific purpose. It has a maximal goal of efficiency: to find a thermal balance and stabilise, correcting a glut of trapped heat. This event has a coded goal, a motivation towards a final end state that must be achieved at any cost to the material environment. Everything bends before a hurricane; every contract has a quiet, two-sentence allowance for an act of God.

We might conceive of a strong, fully realised ASI being much like this overwhelming, massive and approaching force. A mature ASI likely won’t change its final goals due to human intervention. In fact, it would probably be indifferent to human action, intention and existence. It adjusts, creating and manipulating scenarios in which its specialised goal system can find completion. It remains on the horizon, at a distance from humankind, consuming energy and resources, morphing according to its own unpredictable logic. It might approach the city, it might not. A human observes the hurricane of ASI, which can only be prepared for, charted, tracked.

**Architect**

Whether creating its own artificial neural nets, or building the structures of a global singleton, the ASI would be an architect. This is an intelligence that can nimbly pick and choose between various heuristics to sculpt new cognitive and physical structures. The cognitive architectures of ASI will be radically different from that of biological intelligences.[8] A seed AI’s initial projects might mimic human cognitive labour.
Over time, however, it learns to work provisionally. It reconstitutes and rebuilds itself through directed genetic algorithms as it develops a deep understanding of its emerging build. In creating its own frameworks, the ASI architect discovers new neural abilities and makes insights that we have neither the quality nor speed processing ability to even access.

The architecture of an ASI is also literal, as the intelligence can design spaces for ensuring its own optimised existence. Bostrom suggests, for instance, a scenario in which an ASI designs emulations of artificial workers, who complete all the jobs that humans will be phased out of. To keep these digital minds running smoothly, the ASI manifests virtual paradises, a sensual architecture of ‘splendid mountaintop palaces’ and ‘terraces set in a budding spring forest, or on the beaches of an azure lagoon’, where the happy workers want to be super productive, always.

**Sovereign**

The *sovereign* is one of the modes in Bostrom’s caste system of potential AIs: genies, oracles and sovereigns. The sovereign is ‘a system that has an open-ended mandate to operate in the world in pursuit of broad and possibly very long-range objectives’. Sovereign is also a gorgeous word, magisterial, suggesting a self-sustaining, autonomous, cold judge, surveying the people of a valley. The ASI as sovereign is a living set of scales, immune to influence; it loads competing values to decide what is most equitable, most fair.

Consider a severe drought scenario, in which an ASI discerns that a group of people is suffering from lack of water. As sovereign, it might also assess whether animals and fauna in the same region are near death. The ASI decides that any available stored water will be rationed to the non-human organic life, which happens to provide the most fuel and resources necessary for the sovereign’s, well, reign. This isn’t an immoral decision, but an amoral one. Even if we made the sovereign, its choices have nothing to do with us.

**Star system**

Though it is impossible to conceive of what an ASI is capable of, there is one sure bet—it will *feel* like and resemble a power incarnate. Even basic AGI would boast hardware that outstrips the human brain in terms of storage and reliability. In this system, intelligence is power, and an ASI that is hundreds of thousands of times more intelligent than a person makes for an entity of unimaginable supremacy, using vast amounts of resources and energy to cohere. It is bound together by invisible, internal and irrefutable forces. It is remote.

The *star system* replicates these relations as a symbolic arrangement. Consider the example of two dwarf stars found orbiting a pulsar, a rapidly rotating neutron star. These stars are super dense. They spin under extreme conditions, imposing clear, strong gravitational pulls on one another. In one simulation of this triple system, the stars’ dual pulls spur and anchor the pulsar’s rapidly spinning radiation beams. This is a model of the careful balancing of mass and energy, bound by gravity.

**Frontline**

The metaphor of a *frontline* might help us in visualising our future encounters with ASI. These confrontations will be inevitable, as human inefficiencies crash headlong into the goals of a machine intelligence project. Sure: the frontline could take place as an all-out war between humans and AI, a common fantasy. Alternately, and far more likely, there might be no war at all.

The frontline represents a tension barrier—the receding horizon that ASI accelerates towards. This line is the perceived limit of the system’s race with itself. It may also be the line of competition between rival superintelligent systems, a scenario Bostrom describes as plausible if ASI ends up being used as a tool in geopolitical battles.

**Search party**

*Search party*, or search and retrieve, is a metaphorical mode. Imagine ASI as a highly-trained tactical group that combs through all available data and material in world history to find the best solution. The
intelligence sends out splinter groups into the wild on separate forays; they gather material, test utility then reconvene with their findings back at base camp. Once together, the larger core group assesses the new information, crafts a new set of objectives, then splits off again, now in fitter, enhanced formations.

The search party mode is analogous to creative learning. The ASI is curious and proactive, looped into continual, exhaustive hunt practice. Through successive inputs, it amasses new plans and resources, coming up with non-anthropocentric solutions to any number of AI existential problems. Its goals could be structural—better designs that waste less, for example—or it might want to make fewer mistakes.

Bostrom notes that if evolution is a type of rudimentary search party, artificial evolutionary selection could result in some truly strange solutions. He uses the example of evolutionary algorithmic design, in which an open-ended search process ‘can repurpose the materials accessible to it in order to devise completely unexpected sensory capabilities’.

That said, the product of continual search and retrieval doesn’t have to be malicious. Consider a scenario in which an ASI needs to round up a thousand tons of materials to create wind turbines to generate energy for itself. Search agents are sent out to find and repurpose metal—our primary job would be to stay out of their way as they do so.

**Agent**

Linked to the search party is the image of the autonomous **agent**, a more streamlined party of one, with a singular goal: to generate pure action with perfect result. An agent is devoid of attachments, and so, drained of affect. Manipulating resources and nature and people to ensure its survival is not a moral problem. Because the agent can self-replicate, it is the blank, neural version of the virus, a metaphorical framework often used for certain narrow AI.

The agent gets work done. Bostrom describes one ASI agent that could initiate space colonisation, sending out probes to organise matter and energy ‘into whatever value structures maximise the originating agent’s utility function integrated over cosmic time’. One can imagine agents distributing themselves along multiple competing scales, decision trees, crystallising an optimal pathway. This agent secures its present and its future, as it perpetuates itself until the end of this universe’s lifespan.

**Swarm**

**Swarm** captures the reality of collective superintelligence.[9] This is a grouping of many millions of minds, deeply integrated into a singular intellect. Swarm intelligence is a far more fitting description of an ASI’s neural network than any human analogue.

The hive mind is already a popular image in science fiction, used to represent terrific alien power. In her novel **Ancillary Justice**, Ann Leckie describes an artificial intelligence that unites the bodies of soldiers (human bodies, termed ‘ancillaries’) in service of the Radch empire.[10] Of the non-human intelligences we know, insect intelligence is easily the most alien to our cognition, but both its ruthless pragmatism and logic—like a corporation come to life—remain recognisable.

The swarm is organised by elegant rules, with each individual mental event an expression of the mind’s overall mission. Conversely, to understand the swarm mind is to understand all the component wills, working in unison to create a burgeoning intelligence. A swarm approaches something close to consciousness. Individual modules of the collective architecture line up with each function: learning, language and decision-making.

There are endless examples of narrow AI systems that could, with enough enhancement and integration, constitute a swarm intelligence. Humankind is the first example. The internet is another. Bostrom predicts that ‘such a web-based cognitive system, supersaturated with computer power and all other resources needed for explosive growth save for one crucial ingredient, could, when the final missing constituent is dropped into the cauldron, blaze up with superintelligence’. Many argue that our global computational superstructure, driven by powerful machine learning systems for a decade on, is well on its way towards this.
Scaffolding

*Scaffolding* is flexible and open-ended, allowing an evolving intelligence to work fluidly, reconfiguring hardware for optimal work, adding sensors for input. Ideally, for our sakes, the evolution of AI into AGI into ASI takes place on a scaffolding. Along it, programmers carefully set goals for the growing force, managing the AI, working in harmony for as long as they can.

Once we are out of the picture, the climb continues. As it progresses from seed to mature form, ASI would develop cognitive frameworks that are, as Bostrom writes, endlessly ‘revisable, so as to allow [it] to expand its representational capacities as it learns more about the world’. AI propels itself up each rung on the ladder to a state *like* consciousness, past representational ability, advanced language and our most complex, abstract thinking. This recursive self-improvement makes for accelerating development, along an asymptotic scaffolding that we will see stretching up into the sky, disappearing into a faraway point.

Artificial intelligence is the defining industrial and technical paradigm of the remainder of our lifetimes. You are, I am, we are all bound up and implicated in its future. Having better poetic language isn’t likely going to save us from being crushed or sidelined as a species, if that’s a fate on the cards. As we journey haplessly towards the frontline of an intelligence explosion, it is important to allow for how the human self could be threatened, distributed, dispersed, over the limits of its taxed cognition. So the self should, at least, carry a flashlight in the dark. Developing language for the unknown, for the liminal spaces, will offer strategic advantages. Out of limits, being.

First, a better suited poetics could be a form of existential risk mitigation. Using metaphorical language that actually fits the risks that face us means we will be cognitively better equipped to face those risks. This poetics could be driven by a ‘bitter determination to be as competent as we can, much as if we were preparing for a difficult exam that will either realise our dreams or obliterate them’; an intentional, clear-eyed preparation mindset.[11]

Whether one agrees with philosophers and cognitive scientists like Bostrom, or finds their claims overblown, their call is still a useful challenge: to take on the responsibility of the systems we have built, to assess their ethical issues and social distribution, alongside their existential and philosophical builds. A better poetics can help us understand our relationship to our present, in which we live alongside cognitive AI, driven by sophisticated algorithms and single-minded deep learning—for the moment, ruthlessly guided towards resource extraction, memory enhancement and facial recognition. Poets and writers alongside and with scientists can craft better stories of collaboration with AI, of complex, rich futures, and further, outline the bounds of what we cannot see.

Speculation through symbolic language has often served the purpose of preparation, orientation, intentional positioning. The language we use also creates the bounds of reality; take Gibson’s early conception of *cyberspace*, and how the reality of the internet seemed to fall in step with his imagining. We need metaphors to access what we can intuit is coming, but can’t prove or describe directly. Metaphors bridge the human and the unknown. We also need metaphors to actively construct the kinds of relationships to technology—present and future—that we hope to have. Because it is so difficult to articulate what an ASI could do, metaphors help us walk over to the space of possibilities they open in the world.

New language can help bridge future inequities in rate and scale. Consider a fast take-off scenario, in which the rise of ASI will whistle past us without a word of note; or the timescale of an artificial thought process, ten million times shorter than the exchange time between biological neurons. It is impossible to form an intuitive sense of what such speed would feel like, or what such a contraction of time even means without using symbolic language.

When I say ASI is *like* a primordial natural event, I’m hopefully suggesting a mood, an atmosphere, that might make us look out of the window towards the horizon, where our needs as a species might not register or matter. That present and future technology should shape our language seems natural. If it can
potentially help us make interstellar leaps to survive galactic collapse, it will surely change how we speak and think.

The act of imagining the inner life of artificial intelligence could forcefully manifest a language better suited than what we have now. We rarely linger on how AIs see us, but a poet could help us speculate on the heart, mind, sentiments and inner life of an AGI or ASI. The very exercise of conceiving what our minds could look like stretched to their furthest capacities is an important push of our current cognitive abilities. Imagining cognition greater than ours could deepen our own cognition.

As our metaphors curve towards the amoral, to celebrate the beauty of systems, we could end up feeling more human, more rooted, more like ourselves. This has always been the function of the ‘Other’: alien, AI or God. Future-casting can be exhilarating and life-affirming. We move from surrender over into awe and wonder, and finally, alertness. Speaking about superintelligence in non-anthropomorphic terms seems like a crucial, precious practice to start right away. The ability to anticipate and think outside ourselves will only help us in future encounters. We will have to rely on our speculative strengths. We must reorient outwards.

[1] This essay first appeared in Issue One of After Us, edited and published by Manuel Sepulveda in London in September 2015. Since then, it has been translated into Thai, Spanish and German. This current version was first published in Atlas of Anomalous AI, ed. Ben Vickers and K Allado-McDowell, Ignota Books, in November 2020. In the light of the last five years of rapidly evolving discourse around the philosophy of AI, I have updated and revised sections of the original essay for this volume. In 2015, Nick Bostrom’s book, Superintelligence: Paths, Dangers, Strategies, was a fruitful jump off point for my speculations on language in the original essay. Over the past decade, Bostrom has proven an influential scenario-weaver and strategist in the halls of Silicon Valley. He is not without controversy, as his philosophical rumination often ends in support for global surveillance architectures. In this essay’s first version, I did not make space for acknowledging politics and ethical positions implied by abstract speculations, but my position has since shifted. There is no effective speculation about technological futures, however remote from our current concerns, without consideration of their implied political and social effects. Speculation is a political act. In 2020, as the banal present of AI, the evolution of machine learning capacity and the ontology of predictive vision cements itself, it is critical to hedge and mediate wild speculation with an understanding of how such future-casting about technological possibility may and will affect people on the ground. This speculation work does not do the same work as academic think tanks, researchers and activists, outlining the ways AI is now deployed to cement inequality and manipulate information media. But most of us must live on, outside the war rooms in which such important design decisions are made, and so speculation is a powerful cultural tool, helping us access these sociotechnical debates.

[2] Quote found in Gary Marcus’s article, ‘Why We Should Think About the Threat of Artificial Intelligence,’ found in The New Yorker (October 24, 2013).


[6] I still read this passage to imply the motivations of an ASI would be more unpredictable, strange and surprising than we can account for. Further, its moves would be graceful, masterful, sublime by all the human standards one could hold. They will likely exceed our conceptions of beautiful. We return frequently to Lee Sedol and other’s accounts of witness of AlphaGo’s winning moves as the most beautiful they had ever seen: unimaginable and unexpected. Its ML training and self-improvement created a ‘system of unprecedented beauty’ which challenged others to see more dimensions of the game that they hadn’t before. Described in The Sadness and Beauty of Watching Google’s AI Play Go by Cade Metz, in Wired (March 11, 2016).

[7] The metaphors in this glossary build on and develop not only Bostrom’s speculations, but also
embedded semantic structures in popular writing and fantasising about ASI. These are glints, angles and structures of alternative, non-human and machine intelligences suggested in these texts that are not usually explicitly stated, but intuited, visualised and suggested. These threads are teased out further here.

[8] Bostrom was writing in detail on this possibility in the early 2000s, writing how, ‘Artificial intellects may not have humanlike psyches; the cognitive architecture of an artificial intellect may also be quite unlike that of humans […] Subjectively, the inner conscious life of an artificial intellect, if it has one, may also be quite different from ours.’ In ‘Ethical Issues in Advanced Artificial Intelligence’, a revision of a paper published in Cognitive, Emotive and Ethical Aspects of Decision Making in Humans and in Artificial Intelligence, Vol. 2, ed. I. Smit et al., Int. Institute of Advanced Studies in Systems Research and Cybernetics, 2003, pp. 12-17.

[9] The swarm is one of a few potential types of ASI that Bostrom outlines specifically in Superintelligence. The concept of a swarm intelligence, of course, has a long history in writing around AI and machinic consciousness.

[10] The Radch empire’s AIs do not see gender, making for eerie commentary other features that suggest new cognitive modes: ‘She was probably male, to judge from the angular, mazelike patterns quilting her shirt. I wasn’t entirely certain. It wouldn’t have mattered, if I had been in Radch space. Radchaai don’t care about gender, and the language they speak — my own first language — doesn’t mark gender in any way.’ From Anne Leckie, Ancillary Justice (Orbit Books, 2013), p. 9.
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